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Wake Up, Clean Up, Stand Up!

" The work of the
people of God is to
prepare for the events
of the future, which
will soon come upon
them with blinding
force." {2SM 142.2}
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Over a year ago, Messengers of Light ministry was invited by some dear friends
to conduct meetings in New Zealand. With our busy schedule, here at the Eden
Way Outpost, the invitation seemed far out in the future.
In February, our tickets were purchased, and we were set to leave in April; to
bring the message of salvation to the precious souls near the land down under. In
mid-March, one day as we were busily at work, I received a text message from my
mother in Canada. The message read, “Hey, hope you’re doing well. Is it New Zealand that you guys are going to next month?” My response was, “Yes, darling
mother. How are you?” Moments later I read her text: “I am doing ok. They are
having a lot of shooting over there, you
know.”
My first thought was, Shooting?! Why,
New Zealand is considered the second safest country to live on earth. Why would
there be shooting? I googled ‘New Zealand’, and saw just briefly the tragic scenes
of all the innocent lives that were lost by a poor, demon possessed individual.
Before all this happened, we were having second thoughts about this trip. I
was actually praying for the appointment to be canceled. There is much to be done
right here at the Eden Way Outpost, and we are well aware of the politics that is
carried on by the churches, to get the message for these last days in the pulpits.

Messengers of Light

When I saw the pictures of the weeping souls in New Zealand, I knew for a fact that
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it was God’s will that we should pack our suitcases, and prepare to travel across the
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ocean to wake up His sleeping saints.
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As the day of departure got closer, we were contacted by our friends in New
Zealand, updating us that the venue for the meetings had been changed.
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Wake Up, Clean Up, Stand Up!
The meetings were first scheduled to be held out in the
country, and the attendees would be in tents for the
week. For one reason or another, those plans were canceled, and a pastor in the Auckland area volunteered to
have the meetings with his congregation. There was
very little communication between our ministry and
this pastor, until we arrived in New Zealand.
On the morning that we arrived, a young, sprinting
fellow picked us up at the airport. He seemed excited,
yet apprehensive; as if he was trying to determine just
what sort of people we were. Because of the time
change (they are 18 hours ahead of Virginia), we went
to sleep as soon as he dropped us off at our home for
the time that we were in their country. After some
much-needed rest, we were up and about. The weather
was wonderful, and a few of the ladies that visited us
shared how excited they were to have us there in New
Zealand.
On Sabbath, we were brought to church by a sweet
lady that stayed not too far from where we were. We
entered a small building, with precious souls from all
over. The church was celebrating their anniversary, so
many were visiting for that occasion. Others heard that
a guest speaker from America was in town, and others
were there because this was their church home.
After Sabbath School, I scanned the crowd and
prayed silently, for God to show me the soul that He
would have me to pray for (while we were there). My
eyes rested on a young lady, on the front row, and I
thought, Oh dear; she seemed careless and indifferent.
I just knew it would be a great challenge, nevertheless I
accepted her as my mission, to pray for her each day
and night while we were in New Zealand.
The Sabbath meetings opened up with the sermon,

Several prominent newspaper articles were cited, from all
fields of knowledge, with something in their tiles alluding
to the years 2020 to 2030.
Between these years, the United Nations would like to
unite the world; the world will run out of food, and there
will not be enough clean water to sustain the growing
population; there will not be enough medicine for all the
predicted sick; there will not be enough of anything to
sustain the world. This is not an American crisis, this is a
world-wide, systematic crisis; and we are sitting down
comfortably, thinking that all things will continue as they
were from the beginning of creation. (2 Pet. 3:4)
“And saying, Where is the promise
of his coming?” 2 Peter 3:4

Every field of science today–Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Astronomy, Ecology, Botany, Medicine, Anthropology, Geology, etc…– is in panic, as the thinking men
and women of the world examine the present state and
condition of our world. One would have to be completely
out of touch with reality not to see that the world is coming to an end! The Plan of Redemption that has been going on for almost six thousand years is coming to a close.
The earth is waxing old, like a garment.
There is something in our world today called
‘identity theft’. With the internet available to all, this
crime is not the easiest to detect by the authorities. Millions of individuals have their identity stolen on a daily
basis. When one person has their identity stolen, that is
theft; and when several people have their identity stolen,
this is grand theft. But, what would you say if millions of
people had their identity stolen? This would be the ultimate theft; and satan has done just that, by stealing the
identity of our denomination! The sad thing is that the
majority of Seventh-day Adventist are unaware of this
truth.

“The handwriting is On the
Wall: The Beginning of the
End… 2020 to 2030”.
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On Sunday night, the meetings were held in a room at
a recreational facility. There were other rooms surrounding us, occupied by dancers prancing around to
loud music, and with basketballs bouncing noisily, by gay
and frivolous players of all ages and sizes. We were
placed in a little room, tucked away in the corner of the
building, to study the Word of God. In this little room,
however, the Spirit of God humbled Himself to bless us

We can’t fight this thing like we’ve been doing. We need
to set up plans to get the message to the people, in other
ways. God has been showing me, they are about to block
us from every church.” Some of you reading this newsletter know first-hand how the meetings have been blocked
by your very own pastors and conference leaders. Their
only explanation (if any) is that this message of present
truth will bring division to the church.

The Plan of RedempNight after night, in New Zealand, each location was
tion was explained in clarity, with the packed with anxious souls; hungering and thirsting to hear
emphasis on each believer sensing our more about the beautiful Plan of Redemption – that
need of having a close, intimate, and reveals (more strikingly) our blessed Lord and
Saviour, Jesus Christ. We learned that the
personal relationship with Jesus.
with words from Heaven.

beauty of the Plan of Redemption reveals the
beauty of the man, Christ Jesus. We went
through a crash course on the Sanctuary, and
the duty of the congregation on the Day of
Atonement.

During the week, the meetings went back and forth in
location, from the church to the smelly room at the recreation building (with loud music, and the sounds of
bouncing balls and loud laughter). I noticed that each
night, the meetings were not announced from the front;
rather a PowerPoint was put up at the end of each meeting, with the time and location of where the next meeting would be held. I asked my husband later why the
meetings were not announced from the front each night,
and he said that the pastor was counseled by the conference not to participate in the meetings, and that the
church should have nothing to do with them. This, of
course, is nothing new to us. It is the same worldwide.

Brothers and sisters, I am thrilled (overjoyed) to report
to you that the precious souls that came out, night after
night, were baptized by the Holy Ghost; and our eyes
were anointed with eye salve. Like Esther, we realized
and recognized our distinctive identity. The congregation,
by God’s grace, have been embracing our identity. We are
not like every other Christian; we are Seventh-day Adventist, because of the tenth day of the seventh month –
the Day of Atonement! May God help each one of us to
disclose our distinctive identity!

Oh, how I remember well, our last heart-to-heart conversation with Elder Mason, in Africa (back in 2017); just
weeks before he was laid to rest. If you remember, we
shared with you how the authorities of that country were
called in by the church, to shut down the meetings; and
the last “School of the Prophets” was conducted undercover, in someone’s home. Elder Mason said, “Listen”,
speaking to our family, “Things are about to get worse.
This is why God had me build that place in Tennessee. As
I see this thing, it’s about to get to the place where they
won’t allow you and I to get into these churches brother
Davis. We need wisdom from God to reach these people.
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Mission accomplished, we bid a sad farewell to the
dear souls that our hearts have now been knitted with.
We boarded the plane and headed back to the United
States. During our layover, we sat in the airport for almost
half a day, and when it was time to board that night, we
were told that our plane was cancelled. This was Sunday
night, and there would be no plane going out until sometime on Tuesday. Our little family rejoiced that satan had
something to be upset about, with what was done in New
Zealand.
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Wake Up, Clean Up, Stand Up!
Sis.___ has a sewing machine and I finished
fixing the last of my new clothes, to suit our
Dress reform, today.
Sis. ___ has also sorted her clothes.
When we go to church, you will notice most of
us do not look like the world any more. Most
of us have cleaned up the out side so that God
can clean up our in side.
["Let the life argue for Jesus."] Sunday I went
to the Mall. 3 different woman said to me
they like my clothes. Next time I will be ready
with a First Light flyer for any one who approaches me.
["and the lips be opened with wisdom to defend the truth."] The local conference came to
see us at the church. You cannot believe how
the people defended the truths that Pastor
Jeremiah brought.
What a privilege to know Jesus and allowing
Him to transform us and to lead us in all we
do.
As our pastor said. Pastor Jeremiah did not
ask us to defend him, he asked us to
implement what he taught.
So…..Wake up……….Clean up…………..Stand up
May God keep you and protect you till your

When we arrived back home, we packed up some books
and DVDs, and sent them off to the pastor in New Zealand. Recently, I emailed one of the sweet ladies from
the church, and I would like to share some of her response with you. Oh saints, “let the life argue for Jesus,
and the lips be opened with wisdom to defend the
truth.” {GW92 467.1}
The following is part of the letter we received:
“Our church is booming after you have left.

God is doing great things for us!
The whole church started over with Basic
Training and making sure everyone is spending Time in the morning reading the Bible
and praying. Putting into practice what we
are taught. We call it Morning Watch. But
there is also a Prayer Journal with a diary.
Then there are also 2 verses to learn every
week and many verses to read and answer
questions.
So we spend …Time with the Lord to
…….Know what to do (1 Chron. 12:32)…..To
Become Friends with Jesus (John 15:14).
The Idea of Basic Training is to become disciples of Jesus.
Many of the people who attended Pastor
Jeremiah's sermons, (from the other churches,
who were warned not to attend), has joined
our church.
Waitac Church has received the parcel you

end.”
The soon coming of our Lord is at hand! Let’s, “Get ready,
get ready, get ready”! By the way, we told this precious

sent and handed it all into the church library.

bunch about the Upper Room camp meeting. Oh, how

I took out "the Art of Dressing." What a lovely

they long in their hearts to get just a drop of what is pre-

book.

sented there. I pray that not one soul reading this news-

Thank you so much for the things you

have sent.

We will be able to take one item

letter (that lives in the United States) will miss this year’s
Upper Room Experience. Time is short, and very soon,

from the library, at a time.

we will not be able to assemble; to learn how to prepare
for the coming crisis!
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Beginning Of The End
So, with that background, let us briefly review this
wonderful chapter! In Matthew 24:3, we read: "And as he
sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him
privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and
what [shall be] the sign of thy coming, and of the end of
the world?" The disciples were asking Jesus about the signs
that were leading up to the final crisis, the Second Coming,
and the end of the world. Jesus (for the next two chapters) explained the signs leading up to the end, and He
gave them practical instructions on how to prepare.
Jesus then delineated, or outlined, a series of coming
events; those in the environmental world (showing that
the devil would inspire climate change), the rising political
tension, and the global world conditions (that would cause
the planet to be unable to sustain the inhabitants of the
earth, with its conventional system of living) – thereby
leading us into a global, planetary crisis. Then Jesus said to
His disciples, when you see these things, this is only "the
beginning"! Notice the words of our Savior: "All these [are]
the beginning...." (Matthew 24:8). “For ye shall hear of
wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for
all these things must come to pass, but the end is not
yet.” (Matt. 24:6)
The beginning of what? Sorrows. Yes, sorrows; but sorrows of what? Remember, the question was not what shall
be the sign of Thy coming and the sorrows of the world;
but, what shall be the sign of Thy coming and of the "end"
of the world. Then this means that these signs were actually signs identifying the beginning of what sorrows? "The
beginning of the end!”

“Also, thou son of man, thus saith the Lord GOD ...
An end, the end is come upon the four corners of
the land. Now [is] the end [come] upon thee...
Thus saith the Lord GOD; An evil, an only evil, behold, is come... An end is come, the end is come: it
watcheth for thee; behold, it is come.” Ezekiel 7:2,
3, 6
Greetings MOL Newsletter Family! Summer is officially here, and we are approaching closer to our annual
End-Time camp meeting – "An Upper Room Experience,
in Preparation for the Latter Rain". At this year’s retreat,
we have so many exciting things to study together and
to share, on both a practical and spiritual level; things
that will help advance us in our preparation for the soon
coming crisis. I believe, with all my heart, that if God
spares our lives, the year 2020 will be a very prophetic
year! I believe that (and we will provide inspired evidence that proves) 2020 will mark the beginning of the
end! And every year that God allows to pass thereafter
will only intensify more and more, until the passing of
the National Sunday Law!
To better understand the year 2020, we have to
briefly review Matthew, the 24th chapter. Someone
may be thinking, I don't need to restudy Matthew 24. I
already read it and heard three different YouTube sermons on it; from three different pastors! Well, to be
honest, this is part of our problem: We spend most of
our time listening to YouTube, and not enough personal,
prayerful study of the Word of God! Notice what inspiration says concerning the importance of Matthew, the
24th chapter:
"Ministers should present the sure word of prophecy as the foundation of the faith of Seventh-day Adventists. The prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation
should be carefully studied, and in connection with
them the words, "Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world." [John 1:29.]” {GW
148.1}
"The twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew is presented to me again and again as something that is to
be brought to the attention of all. We are today living
in the time when the predictions of this chapter are
fulfilling. Let our ministers and teachers explain these
prophecies to those whom they instruct...." {GW 148.2}

It is not because of the date, but because of the development of certain prophetic events (outlined in the pen of
inspiration) that will lead us to the final crisis, over the seal
of God and the mark of the beast! Jesus said, when ye see
all these things, “Now learn a parable of the fig tree; when
his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know
that summer is nigh: So likewise ye, when ye shall see all
these things, know that it is near, even at the doors. Verily
I say unto you, This generation
shall not pass, till all these things
be fulfilled” (Matthew 24:32-34).
This is exactly what is happening
right before our eyes today. This
is what is going on in 2019. This
generation shall not pass, till all these things (climate
change, political tension, etc.) be fulfilled.
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Beginning Of The End
And, what will happen in 2020 for our denomination? Well, this is the year for the great General Conference session, for the SDA world
church. For the most part (if you look historically), after a second term, most presidents either stepped down, or were not re-elected for a
third term. This means, more than likely, there
will be a changing of General Conference presidents.

"I was shown that a terrible condition of things exists in our world. The angel of mercy is folding her
wings, ready to depart. Already the Lord's restraining
power is being withdrawn from the earth, and Satan is
seeking to stir up the various elements in the religious
world, leading men to place themselves under the training of the great deceiver, who work with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in the children of disobedience.
Already the inhabitants of the earth are marshaling
under the leading of the prince of darkness, and this is
but the beginning of the end." {8T 49.2}

I wonder if it will be a better president; one who will uphold the real present truth message that God gave us in
1844? Or, will the elected president be one who will go
along with the liberal ways of the world? I think you know
the answer to those questions. Yet, again, either way we go,
it will turn into a crisis (a struggle), because many members
of the SDA church (from the highest position to the lowest)
have already voiced that they will not continue to go along
with the “restrictive rules” of a so-called “conservative
president” or church!
My friends, we are approaching a great struggle, that is
bound to stir up the church and the world. Notice the following inspired words: "I pen these words of God that
those who profess to be His children may not receive the
curse pronounced upon Amalek because they have followed
the practices of Amalek. If the heathen received this denunciation of their course for overcoming the faint and weary,
what will the Lord express toward those who have had light,
great opportunities, and privileges, but have not manifested
the spirit of Christ toward their own brethren?” {TM 372.2}
"...Page after page might be written in regard to these
things. Whole conferences are becoming leavened with
the same perverted principles. "For the rich men thereof
are full of violence, and the inhabitants thereof have spoken
lies, and their tongue is deceitful in their mouth." The Lord
will work to purify His church. I tell you in truth, the Lord is
about to turn and overturn in the institutions called by His
name.” {TM 372.4}
"Just how soon this refining process will begin I cannot
say, but it will not be long deferred. He whose fan is in His
hand will cleanse His temple of its moral defilement. He will
thoroughly purge His floor. God has a controversy with all
who practice the least injustice; for in so doing they reject
the authority of God and imperil their interest in the atonement, the redemption which Christ has undertaken for
every son and daughter of Adam...." {TM 373.1}

Remember, we learned recently in our previous
newsletter Bible study series ("The Marshaling of the
Nations") that, "...today we are to consider the dealings
of God with the nations of the earth. We are to see in
history the fulfillment of prophecy... and to understand
the progress of events in the marshaling of the nations
for the final conflict of the great controversy." {MH
441.2}
Yes, my friends, God wants us to understand the progress of events that are leading to the great and final
crisis; and this is what is developing right before our
very eyes, and is set to pick up drastically in 2020!
Truly, we are approaching the beginning of the end! Are
you ready, dear Reader?
"The work of the people of God is to prepare for the
events of the future, which will soon come upon them
with blinding force." {2SM 142.2}

But, why 2020?

Well, for many reasons (of which I can't fully discuss in this brief newsletter), but primarily, because it will be a time of great concern for both our nation (and the world) and our denomination! What will happen in our nation in 2020?
The elections for the new presidential term, which will
affect not only the nation of America, but the entire
world! This will bring a fight and a great struggle in the
country of America, and this will further divide the socalled "United States". If you think things got bad in
2016, you haven't seen anything yet! It really doesn't
matter what the results will be, whether President
Trump loses or wins this next election, it will set off a
political time bomb!
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Beginning Of The End
Interestingly, when you study history, the news, and
current events, you will see that leading thinkers, in
every field of knowledge (be it science, economics, demography, political science, politics, history, etc…) –
countless authorities, from every spectrum, all point
to the years 2020 – 2030 as a time that will create a
great crisis! We shall observe some of these articles at
camp meeting, and in the upcoming weeks.
One such article in the "Big Think", by a noted historian named Alfred McCoy, says:

What shall we do? We need to develop a CIP
relationship with Jesus! “What's that”, someone asks?
CIP stands for a Close, Intimate, Personal relationship
with Jesus! How do we develop this relationship? We
need to learn and bring into existence a system of living
that will prepare us both physically and spiritually; and
Jesus gave us a blueprint and model for such a system of
living, in the Garden of Eden. It is called, "The Eden
Economy". Please check out our “Eden Economy Challenge” on our website, to find out more! But know this:
We will begin a presentation, on the practical steps
needed to establish the Eden Economy and how to advance, at this year's camp meeting! You don't want to
miss it! Let us pray, press together, and get ready! Registration has already begun. Space is limited. Sign up today, as soon as possible! May God bless you! Until next
month – Maranatha!

"The historian writes that all negative trends that are
plaguing America now are likely to get much worse,
growing rapidly by 2020, and would ‘reach a critical
mass no later than 2030.’”
My friends, we are headed for a crisis; and it is
moving at breath-taking speed! The prophet says, "I
appeal to my brethren to wake up... With David we
are forced to say, "It is time for Thee, Lord, to work:
for they have made void Thy law." {TM 373.3}

Interested in learning how to advance from slavery,
into the freedom of present truth?
Interested in learning how to step closer to experiencing the plan of how to live when no man can buy or
sell? Join us for our 14th annual Upper Room Experience camp meeting!

Register Today, Time is Running Out!

This year’s event will be held at the Springville Camp and Conference Center, in Odenville, AL., August 6-11. We
have many exciting things planned, all geared toward crushing the head of satan (Genesis 3:15)! There will be Bible classes for all ages; as well as classes on gardening, building sewing, canning and more!
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Amiah’s Object Lesson

Recently, we were in New Zealand. One
day as we were walking, we saw the beautiful flower in this picture; and I
thought, Oh, how beautiful! I wanted to
pick it and bring it back to our room. We
were told, however, that this was a very
poisonous flower; and that it can actually
kill animals if they eat it. The lesson God
gave me is that sometimes we see things
and desire with all our hearts to have them.
Things that we think are really beautiful;
but many of the things that we think are beautiful are really bad, and would only
bring us harm if we were to get them. God is a lover of the beautiful, and He
knows best what is truly beautiful; what will not hurt us. I want to think like
God, and desire only what He would want me to have. Don’t you?
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